
DISCARD THE PACKAGING

Once opened, remove and discard vacuum packaging and store your

salami, as is, open and bare in the fridge. It has a paper casing that

you will need to peel off as you slice it.
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SALAMI STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS

CONTINUE FOR MORE CURED TIPS

REFRIGERATE

To maintain the best product quality, we recommend

storing your salami in the fridge unwrapped.
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BIERSTICKS

Store in the fridge but can be stored in the open

vacuum packet or wrapped in greaseproof paper.

These  do not have a paper casing, so there is no

need to peel them.
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As the salami and biersticks mature they 

will become drier, firmer in texture and the

flavours will intensify.

BETTER WITH AGE5

2 NOT OPENING IT STRAIGHT

AWAY?

That’s OK, but keep in mind the salami can only be

stored un-opened in the vacuum packaging until the

labelled date.

6 ENJOY

We recommend consuming the salami and

biersticks within the first two weeks after they

are taken out of their packaging.



DO YOU KNOW A HUNTER OR A

FARMER?

Let them know we can create some delicious salami and small goods

custom made from their very own hunted or home farmed meats.

Nothing beats the satisfaction of paddock to plate!

We take their hard-earned meat, add our natural ingredients and use

traditional techniques with a touch of manuka smoke to produce their

very own delicious Cured salami and small goods. For more

information check out cured.nz/hunter or cured.nz/farmer

+

MORE SALAMI TIPS

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT

You can freeze your salami for up to 2 months, then

thaw out and store in the fridge as per the

refrigeration instructions.

8 FREEZE

LOOKING FOR

FUNDRAISING?

We know fundraising can be a huge task, so we make the

process as simple and as easy as possible to help schools,

clubs and charities successfully reach their fundraising

goals… one salami at a time!

Interested to know more? For more information and

contact details visit cured.nz/fundraising  

Thank you for supporting your School and a New Zealand

small business. 

+

White forming on the outside? It is just salt, don’t

worry! This is completely normal, and it is a natural

process with a cured product. It does not affect

the salami and you do not need to wipe it off, but

if you prefer to remove it that is ok too.

GOOD SALTS7


